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Abstract A theory for ion acceleration by ultrashort laser
pulses is presented to evaluate the maximum ion energy
in the interaction of ultrahigh contrast (UHC) intense laser
pulses with a nanometer-scale foil. In this regime, the ion
energy may be directly related to the laser intensity and sub-
sequent electron dynamics. This leads to a simple analytical
expression for the ion energy gain under the laser irradia-
tion of thin targets. Significantly higher energies for thin tar-
gets than for thicker targets are predicted. The theory is con-
cretized with a view to compare with the results and their
details of recent experiments.
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1 Introduction

The dream of collective acceleration started with the vision
of Veksler [1] and Budker [2]. If ions were to be trapped
by speeding electron cloud or beam with energy εe , the ions
would be accelerated to the energy of εi = (M/m)εe , where
M and m are the masses of ions and electrons, respectively,
because they would speed with the same velocity. Since the
mass ratio M/m of ions to electrons is nearly 2000 for pro-
tons and greater for other ions, the collective acceleration of
ions would gain a large energy boost. A large body of in-
vestigations ensued [3–5]. Also started were investigations
of electron clouds to cool and/or accelerate ions in storage
rings or traps as a variation of this vision (see, e.g. [6]). In
this the electron cloud slightly ahead of the ion beam with
some velocity differential can cause a frictional force of the
Bethe-Bloch type to drag ions for acceleration and/or cool-
ing, if and when the velocity difference between electrons
and ions is controlled under the given condition (an ‘adia-
batic’ condition). The friction force arising from the elec-
tron bunch here plays a role similar to the friction played
by photon pressure on atoms in the case of the work of
Chu [7]. None of the collective acceleration experiments,
however, found energy enhancement of the magnitude men-
tioned above. The primary reason for this was attributed to
the sluggishness (inertia) of ions and the electrons being
pulled back to ions, instead of the other way around, too fast
‘reflexing of electrons’ as described in [8]. In other words,
the fast dynamics of light electrons is mismatched with the
slow dynamics of heavy ions. As we shall see in more de-
tail, Mako and Tajima theoretically found that the ion energy
may be enhanced only by a factor of 2α + 1 (which is about
6 or 7 for typical experimental situations, and α will be de-
fined later in Sect. 2) over the electron energy, instead of by
a factor of nearly 2000, due to the electron reflexing. (For
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example, Tajima and Mako [9] suggested one to reduce the
culpable electron reflexing by providing a concave geome-
try.) In the year 2000 the first experiments [10–13] to col-
lectively accelerate ions by laser irradiation were reported.
Since then, a large amount of efforts have been steadily ded-
icated to this subject. We revisit some of these electron dy-
namics in some detail and analyze subsequent ion dynamics
under these electron dynamics.

Because of the advantage in accelerating limited mass
by a laser to cope with the mismatch between the electron
and ion dynamics as discussed above, experiments produc-
ing high-energy ions from sub-micrometer to nanometer tar-
gets much thinner than the ones in early experiments driven
by ultrahigh contrast (UHC) short-pulse lasers [14–18] have
recently attracted strong interest. Of particular focus is how
much the ion energy enhancement is observed in the experi-
ments and simulations in these thin targets and how it scales
with the laser intensity.

The experiments and simulations of late show that the
proton energy increases as the target thickness decreases for
a given laser intensity, and that there is an optimal thickness
of the target (at several nm) at which the maximum pro-
ton energy peaks and below which the proton energy now
decreases. This optimal thickness for the peak proton en-
ergy is consistent with the thickness dictated by the relation
a0 ∼ σ = n0

nc

d
λ

, where σ is the (dimensionless) normalized
electron areal density, a0 and d are the (dimensionless) nor-
malized amplitude of electric field of laser and target thick-
ness [19–24]. This is understood as arising from the condi-
tion that the radiation force pushes out electrons from the
foil layer if σ ≤ a0 or ξ ≤ 1, while with σ ≥ a0 or ξ ≥ 1 the
laser pulse does not have sufficient power to cause maximal
polarization to all electrons. Here we have introduced the
dimensionless parameter of the ratio of the normalized areal
density to the normalized laser amplitude ξ = σ/a0. Note
that this optimal thickness for a typical available laser inten-
sity is way smaller than for cases with previously attempted
target thicknesses (for ion acceleration). Thus we attribute
the observed singularly large value of the maximum proton
energy in the recent experiment [25] to the ability to iden-
tify and provide prepared thin targets on the order of nm to
reach this optimal condition. In reality at this target thick-
ness the laser field teeters over partial penetration through
the target, rendering the realization of the optimum rather
sensitive. Under this condition, electron motions maintain
primarily those organized characteristics directly influenced
by the laser field, rather than chaotic and thermal motions of
electrons resulting from laser heating. In 1D3V Particle In
Cell (PIC) simulation (Fig. 1) we observe that the momenta
of the electrons show in fact coherent patterns directed ei-
ther to the ponderomotive potential direction, the backward
electrostatic pull direction, or the wave trapping motion di-
rection, in stark contrast to the broad momenta of thermal

Fig. 1 Coherent electron motions in the laser irradiation on a thin
target in 1D3V PIC simulations. The electron divergence angle
tan−1(py/px) versus position x at t = 22, where space x is measured
in the wavelength λ and is in the direction of laser propagation and y

is the polarization direction, while time t is normalized by the laser
cycle. On the left of the target we see electrons backwardly spewed
out near an angle of −180◦. In the forward direction we see forward
electrons at 0◦ due to the ponderomotive force, and electrons reflexing
by the electrostatic fields (180◦ or −180◦). We further see electrons
trapped in some wavelike structure, changing swiftly their directions.
All these are indicative of the direct imprint of the electron motion in
the laser fields. Note also that even within the target we discern struc-
tured electron loci, showing electrons driven by some minute struc-
tured (perhaps the wavelength of 2πc/ωp) fields in the target. (Laser
amplitude a0 = 3.6, ξ ∼ 1 and normal incidence. The vertical bold line
represents the initial target located at x = 5λ, the two dotted lines show
the boundaries of the expanded target)

electrons. In other words, through a very thin target the par-
tially penetrated laser fields enable the electrons to execute
dynamic motions still directly tied with the laser rather than
thermal motions. We note that the ponderomotive force due
to this trapped radiation contributes to the acceleration of
electrons in this sheet and thus retards these electrons from
being decelerated by the electrostatic force emanated from
the diamond foil. In a typical sheath acceleration scheme the
termination of ion acceleration commences due to this elec-
tron reflexing by the electrostatic field.

On the other hand, most of the theories have been based
on the so-called Plasma Expansion Model (PEM) [26],
which is motivated by a much thicker and more massive tar-
get. In this regime electrons are first accelerated by the im-
pinging relativistic laser pulse and penetrate the target driven
by ponderomotive force. Leaving the target at the rear side,
electrons set up an electrostatic field that is pointed normal
to the target rear surface, which is the so-called TNSA (Tar-
get Normal Sheath Acceleration) acceleration. Most elec-
trons are forced to turn around and build up a quasistation-
ary electron layer. These fast electrons are assumed to follow
the thermal or Boltzmann distribution in theoretical stud-
ies of the conventional TNSA mechanism for thicker targets
[14, 26–28], where the acceleration field is estimated by the
exponential potential dependency in the Poisson equation.
Though this mechanism is widely used in the interpretation
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of the experimental results, it does not apply to the ultrathin
nanometer-scale targets, because the direct laser field and at-
tenuated partially transmitted laser pulse play an important
role in the electron dynamics and the energetic electrons os-
cillate coherently, instead of chaotic thermal motions. Based
on a self-consistent solution of the Poisson equation and
TNSA model, Andreev et al. [14] had proposed an analyt-
ical model for thin foils and predicted that the optimum tar-
get thickness is about 100 nm. It obviously does not explain
the experimental results [25].

In Sects. 2 and 3 we formulate the dynamic treatment of
electrons and ions, respectively, coupled through the elec-
trostatic potential self-consistently for laser irradiated ion
acceleration from a thin target. In Sect. 4 we discuss the
physical effects other than the direct imprints of laser fields
on particles after the laser goes through the target. In Sect. 5
we consider physical processes that become relevant when
the target is thicker (ξ � 1), but not on a scale of thickness
in the conventional TNSA. In Sect. 6 two classes of simula-
tion results are given to underscore the theoretical model. In
Sect. 7 we make our conclusions.

2 Electrostatic potential in coherent dynamics

We formulate the maximal ion energies in the laser driven
foil interaction of our regime in this paper, without assum-
ing thermalized electrons. When the foil is thick with ξ � 1
and the laser pulse is completely reflected, the ion acceler-
ation may be described by the plasma expansion model for
thicker targets [26]. On the contrary, in case of ξ � 1, the
transmission is dominant and the laser passes without too
much interaction with the target. However, we will note that
there is a regime (ξ � 1) with thickness still much smaller
than that for TNSA for thicker targets (to be discussed in
Sect. 5). The optimum ion acceleration condition is, as dis-
cussed, in the range of ξ ∼ 1 (0.1 < ξ < 10). There appears
to be a partially transmitted laser pulse and behind the tar-
get energetic electrons still execute the collective motions in
the laser field. Electrons quiver with the laser field and are
also being pushed forward by the ponderomotive force. We
see in Fig. 1 that in the region ahead of the exploding thin
target, there are three components of characteristics orbits:
a set of orbits in forward direction with angle 0◦), the sec-
ond backward (with −180◦ or 180◦), and the third with loci
with curved loops. The first two are characteristics observed
even in a simple sheath, but also present in the current case,
where perhaps the forward one is as vigorous or more so as
the backward one. The third category belongs to the orbits of
trapped particles in the laser field or the ponderomotive po-
tential. For a reflexing electron cloud the distribution shows
only two components, the forward one and the backward
one.

In an ultrathin target, the laser electromagnetic fields
largely sustain coherent motions of electrons. As there are
partially penetrating laser fields in addition to the laser fields
in the target, the electron motion under laser fields is in-
tact and is characterized by the transverse field. The elec-
tron energy consists of two contributions, the kinetic energy
of (organized) electrons under the laser and the ponderomo-
tive potential of the partially penetrated laser fields that help
sustain the electron’s forward momentum. We discuss these
aspects in more detail in Sect. 4. Following the analysis of
Mako and Tajima [8], the plasma density can be determined
by

ne = 2
∫ Vmax

0
g(Vx) dVx, (1)

Vmax = c

√
1 − m2

ec
4/

(
E0 + mec2

)2
, (2)

where g is the electron distribution function and E0 is the
maximum electron energy in this theoretical distribution and
we call this the characteristic electron energy from now on.

The forward current density of electrons J and electron
density ne are related through

J (υ) = −e

∫ Vmax

υ

Vxg dVx, (3)

ne = 2

e

∫ Vmax

0

dJ/dυ

υ
dυ. (4)

At a given position in the reflexing electron cloud where
the potential is φ, the total particle energy (disregarding the
rest mass energy) is given by

E = (γ − 1)mec
2 − eφ. (5)

The current density can be determined from the 1D simu-
lation results. We find that the current density dependence
on E is not exponential, but is rather well fitted by a power-
law. (The origin of such a relationship may be electrons in
our regime retaining coherent dynamics, and that may not
emerge when equilibrating thermal motions are prevalent.)
The power-law dependence may be characterized by two pa-
rameters, the characteristic electron energy E0 and the expo-
nent of the power-law dependence on energy E:

J (E) = −J0(1 − E/E0)
α. (6)

The index α here designates the steepness of the energy de-
pendence on electrons and it is a measure of the coherence
of the electron motion. In other words, the greater α is, the
more electrons in coherent motion are contributing to the
overall current of the electrons. Thus we may call α the co-
herence parameter of the electrons. Usually the most ener-
getic electrons are lost from the system and have a minor
contribution to the ion acceleration [29–31]. The maximum
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Fig. 2 Backward electron
current density (−J/J0) versus
total normalized energy
E/mec

2. (a) The total energy of
electrons E and the current
density J from 1D3V PIC
simulation with a0 = 7.2.
Typically the highest transfer of
laser energy to the electron and
potential energies at the time of
laser pulse having transited. In
this example, it is around
t = 24, when we find the values
of E0 = 6.3, α = 3, which are
defined in (6). There are two
classes of electrons, the first
consisting of those that are
quickly ejected with high
energies, and the others whose
movements are more closely
tied with ions. We pay attention
to the latter (more discussion in
the text later in Sects. 3 and 6 on
this). It is noted that because of
statistical fluctuations and some
ejected high-energy electrons,
we encounter relatively large
fluctuations away from this
curve; (b) a plot of the
coherence parameter α versus
the normalized areal density ξ

(keeping ξ ∼ 1; the simulation
box is the same as Fig. 1)

electrostatic potential is smaller than the laser ponderomo-
tive potential or the characteristic electron energy E0. In the
high laser intensity case the relativistic electrons are dom-
inant so that the integral is carried out with the relativistic
kinematics as:

ne = 2

e

∫ Vmax

0

dJ (υ)/dυ

υ
dυ = 2

ec

∫ E0

−eφ

dJ (E)

dE
dE

= −2J0

ec
(1 + eφ/E0)

α = n0(1 + eφ/E0)
α, (7)

where n0 is the initial plasma density and J0 = en0c/2.
Fast electrons do not contribute to the acceleration of

ions (both proton and carbons). This is why ejected elec-
trons are excluded from measuring the exponent α for (−J )

versus E. Figure 2 shows two snapshots of the J (E) curves
from the PIC simulations, where theoretical curves are plot-
ted at t = 18 and at t = 24. Since the maximum laser en-

ergy transfer to electrons and the potential energy (the sum
of these two) at the time when the laser pulse has just been
transmitted through the target, we measure the functional
relationship between −J and E. In Fig. 2(a), we superpose
this function with the choice of E0 = 6.3, α = 3 in the ex-
pression of (6). In other words, the characteristic electron
energy is reaching 6.3 in units of mec

2 at the end of the
laser plasma interaction; meanwhile the exponent α remains
approximately constant around 3 during this phase of evo-
lution under the optimum ion acceleration condition: ξ ∼ 1.
Figure 2(b) shows α is not very sensitive to ξ varying from
0.2 to 5, while it drops down beyond this range.

3 Self-similar evolution of ion dynamics

The system’s evolution needs to be tracked self-consistently
with electrons, ions and the interacting electrostatic poten-
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tial in time. These consist of a highly nonlinear coupled
system of equations. We treat the electrons as discussed in
Sect. 2, while we describe the ions in nonrelativistic nonlin-
ear equations in this section.

The nonrelativistic fluid equations are used to describe
the response of the ions to the electrostatic field as follows:

∂ni

∂t
+ ∂

∂x
(υini) = 0, (8)

∂υi

∂t
+ υi

∂υi

∂x
= −Qe

M

∂φ

∂x
. (9)

where the laser ponderomotive force for ions is neglected.
In order to solve the equations self-consistently, the self-

similar condition is invoked by using the fluid equations and
electron distribution with the self-similar parameter

ζ = x/(υ0t), (10)

υ0 = (Qeφ0/M)1/2, (11)

eφ0 = E0, (12)

which is the characteristic electron energy. We introduce the
dimensionless parameters

U = υi/υ0, � = ni/n0, ψ = φ/φ0 (13)

Equations (8) and (9) now take the form

�′(U − ζ ) + �U ′ = 0, (14)

U ′(U − ζ ) + dψ

d��′ = 0, (15)

� = (1 + ψ)α. (16)

In deriving (16) the quasineutrality condition is imposed. We
already noted in Fig. 2(a) caption that we pay attention to the
electron component that moves with the ions. In our simula-
tion, we clearly see that the dynamics of these electrons and
ions are tied. (See Fig. 7.) Thus the imposition of quasineu-
trality is justified.

The conservation of energy is assessed with the boundary
condition on the surface of the target:

U2/2 + ψ = 0 at ζ = 0. (17)

The solutions to the set of (14)–(16) are

� =
{

α

(2α + 1)2

(
ζ − √

2(2α + 1)
)2

}α

, (18)

U = 2α + 2

2α + 1
ζ −

√
2

2α + 1
, (19)

ψ = α

(2α + 1)2

(
ζ − √

2α + 1
)2 − 1. (20)

Equations (18)–(20) also read in usual units

ni = n0

{
α

(2α + 1)2

(
ζ − √

2(2α + 1)
)2

}α

, (21)

υi =
(

QE0

M

)1/2(2α + 2

2α + 1
ζ −

√
2

2α + 1

)
, (22)

φ = φ0
α

(2α + 1)2

(
ζ − √

2α + 1
)2 − φ0. (23)

The maximum energy is assessed when the ion density
vanishes. This yields from (18)–(19):

εmax,i = (2α + 1)QE0. (24)

In (24) we see that the ion energy is greater if the coherence
parameter of the electrons is greater.

A more general expression for the time-dependent maxi-
mum kinetic energy at the ion front from (22) is

εmax,i (t) = (2α + 1)QE0
(
(1 + ωt)1/2α+1 − 1

)
(t ≤ 2τ).

(25)

Here τ is the laser pulse duration and ω is the laser fre-
quency. At the beginning the ion energy εmax,i (0) = 0
and the ion energy approaches infinity as long as the
time t → ∞. Normally as the maximum pulse duration
of a CPA (Chirped Pulse Amplification) laser is less than
pico-seconds, the final ion energy from (25) is only about
εmax,i (t = 1ps) = 2(2α + 1)QE0. We will discuss the ion
energy dependence on the pulse length in detail in Sect. 5.

4 Secondary processes after the laser impingement

When a short laser pulse impinges on a very thin target
(ξ � 1), we notice some interesting phenomenon. The laser
pulse can partially penetrate the target and enables the elec-
trons to execute dynamic motions still directly tied with the
laser rather than thermal motions, as we discussed. In the
case of a proton-rich carbon target (C:H = 1:1) it is found
that the expelled electrons form a plasma sheet whose den-
sity can exceed nc as Fig. 3(b) shows. Some fraction of the
penetrated laser pulse seems to be trapped between the dia-
mond foil and this newly formed electron sheet. This means
that the ions are affected not only by the electron energy E0,
but also by the ponderomotive potential Φpt , which can push
electrons less suddenly than the original laser interaction on
the target. Thus we need to introduce the characteristic elec-
tron energy as

εmax,e = E0 + Φpt . (26)

Because the electron motions are still coherent in the
laser field, the electron energy and ponderomotive poten-
tial energy can be estimated directly by the laser intensity
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Fig. 3 Snapshot of the laser fields and the display of electron diver-
gence angles at t = 22. (a) Blue circles are the laser field and green
squares the electron divergence angles. The vertical bold line repre-
sents the original target position. This shows that the laser pulse is
partially transmitted through the target and trapped between the two
electron layers; (b) Behind the target there is the second electron layer
formed due to the laser ponderomotive push (Simulation parameters
are the same as Fig. 1)

as [32]:

E0 = mec
2(γp − 1), Φpt = mec

2(γpt − 1), (27)

γp =
√

1 + (1 − T )a2
0, (28)

γpt =
√

1 + T a2
0, (29)

where γp and γpt are the electron kinetic energies associ-
ated with the incident and transmitted laser pulse. The trans-
mission coefficient T in case of normal incidence can be
estimated by [33]

T = 1

1 + (πξ)2
. (30)

εmax,i = (2α + 1)Q
[(√

(1 − T )a2
0 + 1 − 1

)

+ (√
T a2

0 + 1 − 1
)]

. (31)

We note here that the setup of the electron sheet and
consequentially the ponderomotive potential buildup as dis-
cussed here no longer occur if the foil is too thick (ξ � 1).
Therefore, in the thick regime the split of two terms as ex-
pressed in (26), (27), and (31) do not arise and we should
simply take (24). It is also important to notice that in Fig. 3
the transmitted laser pulse has changed its property from
that of the incident one, showing a much more minute struc-
ture of the field oscillations. Detailed analysis shows that
the transmitted laser pulse consists of the fundamental laser
frequency as well as those from higher harmonics (HH) of
order 2, 3, 4, and so forth to substantial orders. They are
both below and above the cutoff frequency of ωp in the tar-
get. (We will report these features of HH in a separate future
paper.) It should be emphasized that these transmitted low-
order HHs are singular and specific to the organized coher-
ent electron motion directly driven from the electromagnetic
fields of the laser penetrating through the thin target. These
features have experimentally been observed [34].

When the admixture of ions is predominantly carbon, the
dynamics is slightly different and the ion dynamics is basi-
cally that of co-moving carbon ions and electrons (discussed
in more detail in Sect. 6). In that case we no longer need the
second term in (26) and (31). In either case we note that
these electrons we take into account move coherently with
the laser pulse and subsequently co-move with the ions. This
aspect of the dynamics is the most important discrepancy
between the TNSA in much thicker targets and the present
case.

5 Relativistic transparency and burn-through

We now proceed to consider the cases when the target is
thicker (ξ � 1) than when it is immediately influenced by
the laser fields. In this case the laser does not immediately
penetrate through the target. When the target becomes so
thick that ξ becomes much greater than unity, our model
discussed in Sect. 3 becomes less robust, so that we need to
remain cautious about its applicability. In this case the inter-
action process is more complex and we realize that we can
delineate at least three stages. The first stage is similar to the
situation in Sect. 3. The laser just impinges on the thin sur-
face layer of the dense target. The second stage is after the
target begins to expand by the laser interaction primarily in
the direction of laser propagation until the plasma becomes
relativistically transparent at time t1. After this relativistic
transparency t1, the plasma expands in all three dimensions.
The third stage begins when the plasma becomes underdense
at time t2 till the pulse is over. (Here we have assumed a case
where the pulse length is greater than both t1 and t2 for the
sake of concreteness.)

Now we wish to evaluate the plasma expansion in terms
of the two characteristic times t1 and t2 as discussed above.
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In the solid-density plasma, the skin depth is so small
that the ponderomotive force is opposed by the charge-
separation force beyond the skin depth. Therefore, the foil
expansion in the longitudinal direction may be written
as (32), where a laser pulse with the profile a = a0 sin2(Ωt)

is assumed (Ω = π
2τ

), thus:

dp

dt
= −Qe∇φ, (32)

∇φ ∼= φ0a0 sin2(Ωt)/x, (33)

where a0 � 1 is assumed and x is the target front. We inte-
grate (32) over dt :

dx

dt
∼= Qeφ0a0[t − sin(2Ωt)/2Ω]

2Mx
, (34)

x dx = Qeφ0a0

2M

(
t − 1

2Ω
sin(2Ωt)

)
dt, (35)

x2 − d2 = m

M

Qc2a0

3
Ω2t4. (36)

Assuming expansion only in the x direction at the rela-
tivistic transparency, the expanded distance x1 may be eval-

uated by x1 = Nd/γ = Nd/

√
a2

0 + 1, x1 � d .

Then we obtain:
(1) 1D expansion time t1

t1 =
(

M

m

3N2d2

QΩ2c2a3
0

)1/4

=
(

12

π2

M

Qmc2

N2d2

a3
0

τ 2
)1/4

∼=
(

12

π2

)1/4
N1/2

a
1/2
0

(τd/Cs)
1/2. (37)

Here Cs
∼= (Qmc2a0/M)1/2. The relativistic transparency

time t1 in (37) is in the ball park of the geometrical mean of
the laser pulse length τ and the traverse time over the target
by the sound speed. During this period, the laser pulse pene-
tration is limited as expressed by the transmission coefficient
(30). Thus when we integrate the impact on the electron en-
ergy at the rear surface of the target to evaluate E0, we need
to incorporate this effect. We have

Ē0(t1) = mec
2
∫ t1

0

(√
T (t ′)a2(t ′) + 1 − 1

)dt ′

t1
. (38)

εmax,i (t1) = (2α + 1)QĒ0(t1)
(
(1 + ωt1)

1/2α+1 − 1
)
. (39)

This integral I in (38) may be evaluated if we split this
into two pieces, the contributions I = I1 + I2 arising from
t = 0, t1 − �t1 and that from t = t1 − �t1, t1, where
Nc�t1/(λa0) = 1. The first term may be evaluated as

Fig. 4 The relativistic transparency time t1 and the burn-through time
t2 as a function of the target thickness. We compare our theory with 1D
and 2D simulations [36]. (In the simulations a0 = 20, λ = 1 µm, the
FWHM pulse duration τ = 700 fs, the plasma with an initial density of
ne

∼= 800nc consists of 2 ion species (C6+ and H+))

I1 = mec
2
∫ t1−�t1

0

(√
T (t ′)a2(t ′) + 1 − 1

)dt ′

t1

∼= mec
2 a2(t1 − �t1)

π(Nd/λ)
, (40)

while the second integral may be estimated as

I2 = mec
2
∫ t1

t1−�t1

(√
T (t ′)a2(t ′) + 1 − 1

)dt ′

t1

∼= mec
2a(t1)

λ

ct1
. (41)

Both of these terms in (40) and (41) are multiplied by a coef-
ficient typically much smaller than unity over the expression
equivalent to (24).

Yin et al. [35] have found that for long pulse irradiation
the pulse exhibits an epoch of burn-through or “breakout af-
terburner” (BOA). This phenomenon is when the laser goes
through the target and eventually emerges from the rear end
of the target. This corresponds precisely to the second pe-
riod between t1 and t2. We now characterize the physical
processes including these phenomena. Beyond time t1 the
plasma is relativistically transparent so that the laser can
now interact with the (expanded) target plasma in its en-
tirety. It can also now expand in three dimensions. In Fig. 4
we compare this theoretical value of t1 and t2 with simula-
tions. For 3D spherical isotropic expansion, it takes time �t

during which the normalized density reduces from γ to 1:

x3
2

= x3
1
γ. (42)

That is

dt = dx

Cs(t)
= dx

(qemc2a0 sin2(Ωt)/M)1/2
= dx

Cs sin(Ωt)
.

(43)
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We obtain

�t = x2 − x1

Cs

1

sin(Ωt1)
= x1(γ

1/3 − 1)

Cs

1

sin(Ωt1)

= Nd(γ 1/3 − 1)

γCs

1

sin(Ωt1)
. (44)

Now the time t2 when the plasma becomes underdense is
given as

t2 = �t + t1. (45)

In Fig. 4 we compare the theoretical values of t1 and t2 with
simulations.

Now as we examine the physical situation, we realize that
at time t1 the laser pulse has penetrated the entire target with
the relativistic transparency and we may assume that the
laser begins to drive the entire plasma electrons from this
already expanded target. This process may be once again re-
garded to evolve in a self-similar fashion. If and when this
is the case, the slab of plasma that has been penetrated with
the laser may be subject to an expansion in a self-similar
treatment similar to what we have done for times before
t1. (A slight difference remains in that we regard our self-
similar expansion to be triggered at the laser impingement
before t1, while the second self-similar expansion may be
considered to commence at the rear end of the target after
t1.) With this picture we may exercise the same mathemat-
ical tracking of the electrons, ions, and their electrostatic
field between them assuming the self-similarity initiated at
t1. This process may well be three-dimensional, as we dis-
cussed. Here, however, for the sake of simplicity, if we take
the same one-dimensional self-similar treatment, we are led
to an expression in a closed form for the ion energy gain
between time t1 and t2 in the case of a laser pulse with the
duration longer than the characteristic time t1, as follows:

εmax,i,BOA = (2α + 1)QĒ0
((

1 + ω(t2 − t1)
)1/2α+1 − 1

)
.

(46)

Here Ē0 is evaluated over the time interval (t1, t2) and also
note that after t1 transmission T = 1. We have assumed that
t1 < 2τ and t2 < 2τ . As we remarked, (43) has been derived
for one-dimensional self-similarity. It is thus considered that
this would yield an overestimate of energy than a fully three-
dimensional solution.

Taking these expressions in (39) and (46), when t1, t2 <

2τ , the total ion energy gain can be obtained. In Fig. 5 we
plot the total energy gain in the case of carbon ions from
this formula as a function of the target thickness, while the
contributions from εmax,i (t1) andεmax,i,BOA are also shown.
It shows that the BOA term is dominant for thick targets.
When this condition t1, t2 < 2τ is not fulfilled, an appropri-
ate corresponding modification for energy is due.

Fig. 5 C6+ energy gain estimated from (39) and (46) as a function of
the target thickness and with a ∼= 3. Beyond ξ > 10, where α, it is sup-
posed to quickly decrease and the model’s predictiveness decreases.
(For a given laser pulse length at 700 fs and laser amplitude a0 = 20.)
The contribution of the electron energy gain during the breakout after-
burner epoch is dominant

It should be further noticed that the laser ponderomo-
tive force can also transversely shove electrons and thereby
ions over a time t⊥, while it longitudinally expands the foil
plasma at the same time. We evaluate this time t⊥ in the
same way as t1 and it reads

t⊥ ∼=
(

24

π2

)1/4

(τ r0/Cs)
1/2. (47)

Here r0 is the laser spot size. In many of our applications
it may be that the shoving time t⊥ is greater than the time
scales t2 and t1 for the nm-scale foils. However, sometimes
t⊥ may become smaller than t1, depending on the parame-
ters.

6 Simulation results

We now discuss more detailed processes regarding cases
with the interaction of a short laser pulse. To elucidate these
processes, we show 2D simulation results. In the simulation
runs nanometer-scale DLC targets are studied. This may be
modeled to have a rectangular shaped plasma with an ini-
tial density of ne

∼= 500nc consisting of 2 ion species (C6+
and H+) in the number ratio of 10:1. In the simulations the
Linear Polarized (LP) laser pulse has a Gaussian shape in
time with a FWHM of 16 laser cycles, a Gaussian intensity
distribution at focus with a FWHM spot size of 4 µm and
an intensity of 2.6 × 1019 W/cm2. The laser wavelength is
0.8 µm. The maximum ion energy is evaluated by (39) and
(46). The theoretical prediction of maximum ion energy oc-
curs at around 4.5 nm, which corresponds to the optimum
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Fig. 6 Maximum proton energy versus the target thickness with the
laser intensity kept constant at 2.6 × 1019 W/cm2 and the pulse length
at 50 fs. (Notice that the theoretical ion energy is determined by (39)
and (46) and α ∼= 3)

Fig. 7 The substantially co-moving dynamics of electrons and ions
after they are driven away by the laser pulse from the original nano-
metric target. Snapshots of electron, proton, and carbon densities (the
DLC target is located at x = 5λ) at t = 30 (left) and 38 (right). They
show two characteristics: the co-movement, and the expansion of the
moving target around its center

condition ξ ∼ 1, as Fig. 6 shows. Our theory well predicts
the simulation results.

Fig. 8 Maximum proton energy versus pulse duration (at the optimal
condition ξ ∼ 1 and α ∼= 3). The laser energy is kept constant at 5 J
and a0 is varied from 160 to 40. Since the total energy of the laser is
fixed, the shorter the pulse is, the higher the ion energy

Most significant is the dynamics of electrons and ions
manifested in the density profiles of electrons and carbon
ions on the axis (see Fig. 7). Due to the limited mass con-
tained in the nanometric targets the carbons co-move with
electrons, which results in the coincidence of the density
peaks of respective species (ions and electrons). This should
explain why in a nanometric target we observe substantial
adiabatic energy transfer from electrons to ions. In fact what
we have observed in the simulations is a remarkably high
conversion efficiency from laser energy to ion energy. For
proton and carbon ions we find values as high as 1.5% and
9%, respectively, in case of the optimum target thickness
d = 4.5 nm. Such conversion efficiencies are at least one or-
der of magnitude higher than those in the regime of TNSA
with thicker targets [13].

With our predictive theory as a guide, in the second se-
ries of runs we try to study the maximum proton energy
by varying the different laser pulse duration, while keeping
the laser energy constant at 5 J. The LP laser pulse has a
Gaussian profile in both the transverse and longitudinal di-
rections with a spot size of 0.8 µm and DLC targets with
rich protons (C:H = 1:1) are used in the simulations. Equa-
tion (31) is evaluated at t = τ to compare these simulations.
The maximum energy is plotted versus the pulse duration
in Fig. 8. This shows that a shorter pulse is more favorable
to enhance the proton energy. The obtained ion energies are
quite impressive. Again we find that the theory well indi-
cates the expected values of energies that we produced from
2D simulations.

7 Conclusion

The theory developed here for ion acceleration by an UHC
laser pulse interacting with an ultrathin (nm-scale) tar-
get is a self-similar solution of the coupled electron–ion–
electrostatic-field equations. A simple relationship between
the accelerated ion energy and that of electrons is found. The
theory is valid strictly when such a self-similar situation is
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realized. We find that the maximum ion energy is εmax,i =
(2α + 1)Qεmax,e. This is equal to (2α + 1)Q[E0 + Φpt ],
when the target is very thin, ξ � 1. This function increases
with the coherence parameter α and the electron energy (the
sum of the kinetic energy and the ponderomotive potential).
The coefficient α is determined by the exponent of backward
current density (−J ) versus total electron energy. If the ex-
perimental situation is within the theoretical prerogatives,
the theory can be used to interpret experimental results. Re-
cent experiments [25, 37, 38] have met this condition. In the
optimum ion acceleration condition ξ ∼= 1, α is about 3 for
the LP. Because of this simplicity, such a formula may be
useful in guiding us to anticipate a rough outcome of the ex-
periments. When the foil is ultrathin, we recognize that the
electron dynamics remains coherently coupled to the laser
field. Thus the energies of electrons and ions are related di-
rectly to the laser intensity. In this case the above kinetic
energy of electrons and the ponderomotive potential energy
may be expressed directly by the laser intensity, leading to a
further simplified theoretical expression. The theory seems
to be reliably predictive for the expansion in this regime.
Our model and simulations show that a few-Joule laser sys-
tem with UHC and short duration (<50 fs) may provide a
proton beam exceeding 250 MeV.

When the laser pulse is longer and/or the target is thicker,
the physics becomes more involved since the parameters
crucial to the conditions get highly multi-dimensional. To
sift through this complex physics, we delineate the physical
processes into three time stages, the thin layer interaction,
the relativistic transparency (t1), and the breakout regime
(up to t2). In other words, for a long pulse with the duration
larger than the characteristic time t1, the plasma becomes
transparent before the termination of the pulse. It is not with-
out merits to consider an intellectual exercise in which the
highly nonlinear coupled system of electrons, ions, and elec-
trostatic fields driven by the intense laser pulse evolves in a
self-similar fashion; in such an event an estimate of the ion
energy gain may be posted as a guide of experiments (and
simulation). In the end what matters most in this regime is
the electron energy gain in the breakout afterburner epoch
of the laser-electron interaction. Most of the electron energy
gain happens during this time. The ion energy gain takes,
surprisingly, an analytical form similar to the ultrathin case
as a function of electron energy, even though the physical
processes to arrive at the electron energy are distinct. The
time dependence of the maximum ion energy is also derived,
if and when the self-similar evolution is justified. The results
are not out of the general behavior of the recent experiments
in LANL. It is pertinent to remember that we should remain
vigilant about the phenomenological nature of our estimates
in these situations and formulaic applications need to be ac-
companied by caution and wisdom.

When the electron dynamics is slow enough that ions
evolve less suddenly, i.e. adiabatically [6, 39], the final en-
ergy gain of electrons (and thus that of ions) may not be
that of the instantaneous energy dictated by the expres-

sion E0 = mec
2(

√
1 + a2

0 − 1). For example, we have re-
marked a case of the secondary electron sheet formation that
moves together with a class of ions, and a case with a circu-
larly polarized pulse. In the latter, for example, the pulse
should cause less electron energy gain than the linearly po-
larized case. Therefore, the cloud of electrons cannot instan-
taneously shoot out of the foil, but more gradually leave the
target. This renders a possibility that the electron energy is
not only proportional to the field strength (proportional to
a0), but also to the time over which electrons are accelerated
by υ × B if this is much longer than the laser period. When
an electron substantially co-moves with the laser pulse, this
time can be proportional to a0 or some fraction of it, lead-
ing to the proportionality greater than a0 such as a2

0 . This
is beyond the scope of the present paper and is left for a
future investigation. We anticipate more results to come in
advancing the ion energy by laser acceleration spurred by
the current theoretical grip of the physics.
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